


“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping together is progress.
Working together is success.” 

 Henry Ford



EXECUTIVE BOARD
2015 | 2016



President
Simon Agius

Before departing from the organisation, I would like to share my last 
few words with you; a showcase of a year of success to which I will be 

forever in debt with the executive. These past two years have been a true 
rollercoaster ride; a learning curve that I will surely cherish all my life.  
It has been a great honour to represent science students for two whole 
years, in particular this current year as President. It has been even more 
special to lead the organisation in a milestone year for our faculty – its 
centenary!

However, my true pride lies in my team for this year, 12 highly 
motivated and talented individuals who together, despite our 
differences and multiple clashes, managed to produce one of 
the most successful years for the organisation 

My role as President.
The initial vision was obvious - let us, together, find ways to 

further unite our 6 departmental faculty. As a team we immediately made ourselves accustomed to the chal-
lenges ahead. Aware of the difficulty of achieving this goal,, we immediately started branding our promotion 
with our term-long aim: United In Science! 
As president, my role was to put this theory into practice. Coming up with a concrete plan by which our goal 
can be achieved. In order to do this, proper delegation of work was needed as well as finding ways to keep all 
executive members motivated.

S-Cubed; United in Science
As just stated, this year’s efforts were aimed at further uniting our faculty. 
This year can be described as a convergence of successful years, in which 
we used the foundation inherited from last year and added some past sta-
ple initiatives that were seemingly starting to become forgotten. These in-
cluded:video tutorials, the InTouch magazine, the boat party and  others. 
We also established new fundamentals in the organisation such as the ad-
dition of two annual trips and the Student Recognition Fund. Not to men-
tion giving the organisation a rebranding. Apart from all this, we managed 
to compile a concrete, credible sponsorship proposal.

Highlights of the year
For starters, the executive team sought to give S-Cubed a new look. Our media office contacted professionals 
in the field and managed to select the best package possible; equipping the organisation with a new set of 
logos as well as established branding guidelines for all media content. In addition, we can proudly say that we 
introduced gifs to the organisation’s branding this year. Lastly, this year S-Cubed saw the reintroduction of 
video tutorials and the well known magazine InTouch.



Simon Agius

Our international office managed to establish two new annual trips – 
pushing up the standard to 3 annual trips per year, these included trips 
to CERN, Amsterdam and London.  Leisure events were also highly im-
proved upon almost always receiving positive feedback. In particular we 
organised a reception to commemorate the Faculty’s centenary, receiving 
very positive feedback and an impressive attendance of around 250 stu-
dents from a faculty of merely 400.  We also organised the first ever science 
football tournament and reintroduced the boat party. 

We also decided to tackle the main problem facing science students – no 
professional title – ok I have B.Sc. now what? Have all my sleepless nights 
gone down the drain? 

In light of this, site visits flourished this year, having 10 from last year’s 
one.  We also decided to restructure our contract with Konnect resulting 
in two workshops on employability to guide students for their future as 
well as a job portal on the site. In addition, an info session on Masters 
studies was held and we organised a conference titled “Science: A Lifetime 

of Opportunities” in which we delved deeper into the topic, investigating students’ push and pull factors on 
pursuing further studies vs. immediate employment. 

Our social policy office also saw new heights, apart from organising the annual science conference for the sec-
ond time, this office produced an addition 4 policy papers and various articles featured in InTouch, which were 
all given a scientific approach and received positive feedback.  

We also kept our yearly appointment with Science in the 
City, once again being the main attraction. Our science 
communication base continued to grow with increased so-
cial media initiatives, increased CineXjenza editions, the 
continuation of project alpha and others as well as the in-
troduction of Eureka. 

As for subcommittee involvement, this year we experience 
an increase in this regard, in which regular meetings were 
held for certain offices. In addition, our point system was 
fine tuned and now put to practise by one of our latest ma-
jor project -  the Student Recognition Funds.

- - - - - - - - - -

I would like to start by thanking my family and friends for their constant support throughout these 
two years. Secondly, I would like to thank the student body for electing me for my first term in 

S-Cubed and for placing their confidence in me for my second term. Also, I would like to thank them 
for the support and loyalty that they have shown towards the organisation throughout my time in 
S-Cubed. Thirdly, I would like to express my greatest gratitude to all executive members, my team 
mates and second family, throughout these two terms. Last and definitely not least, a special thank 
you goes Elena Schembri, Martina Mizzi, Daniel Vella, Alexander Hili and Steve Vella, 5 individu-
als that formed part of the executive prior to my first one, who encouraged me to stand for S-Cubed 

and kicked-off my experience in S-Cubed.



Vice-President
Lucia Farrugia

The role of vice president is primarily concerned with (apart from stand-
ing in for the president in case of absence) maintaining good relations 

within and without of the organisation. During this term, my main aim was 
to ensure that the organisation executed what was already done in past years 
to a much higher level and added to it. This was possible with a highly mo-
tivated and hard-working team. Thus it was important to maintain healthy 
levels of communication in a professional, yet comfortable atmosphere to 

ensure that the aims of the organisation were reached while maintaining high standards.

Office
The room allocation report was compiled as a collaborative effort between the admin members of the 2015/2016 
executive board together with a number of past executive members. This year, the organisation placed 7th out 
of 52 organisations, an improvement of one place from last year. I am confident that this improvement will 
continue in the coming years. 
This result assured the organisation an office within Students’ House and hence, the organisation, together with 
GUG, was allocated office 9. The executive members worked together to help move the furniture, files and other 
documents and assets to the new office. Furniture was placed in a way that maximised space ensuring a com-
fortable working environment. All files in the cabinet were reorganised by order of date for optimum accessibil-
ity, in addition, all other documents and items were also organised, reducing the amount of unimportant items 
that took up space unnecessarily.  Drawers were also reorganised allocating every section for a single purpose. 
Hence this prevented any disorganisation or loss in productivity.

Assets
All organisation assets were collected from the past executive. Most were transferred to the President’s resi-
dence while others such as the barbecue and roller banner were moved to the office. All assets were listed in 
order to avoid spending on unnecessary items. Assets were continuously monitored by noting purchases and 
items used during events.
In order to ensure that in the future, there will be no problem in finding a location for storage of assets, a verbal 
agreement was made with the department of biology so that any assets that are not used very frequently can be 
kept in the department storage room which could be accessed only by the lab officers, ensuring security.

Executive relations
During the year, it was important to ensure that the admin and offices were working synchronously. Thus 
constant communication was maintained through email and social media. In addition, any problems were dis-
cussed to ensure that the process of following through with a task was as straightforward as possible. 
It was also important to fill in any gaps. This was done by giving advice when a problem was being faced, help-
ing out officers when their workload was too heavy, helping with setting up for events, collecting and transport-
ing any assets or equipment and ensuring that everything went according to plan. This ensured that all offices 
executed their tasks the highest achievable level. 



Lucia Farrugia

Relations with the Faculty
To maintain optimum relations with the faculty, a meeting was held with the Dean of Science together with the 
President and Secretary General. This allowed us to discuss the expectations of the faculty for the organisation 
and ensured that both the faculty and the organisation worked complimentarily. 

Science 100 events
This year marked the faculty’s centenary and so it was thought apt to celebrate such an event. Preliminary 
preparation involved attending meetings of the faculty board to discuss everything that will be done in relation 
to the centenary. Throughout the year, an article was written in the Science Special of Think Magazine, the 
whole executive attended the reception of the special faculty board meeting to commemorate the centenary 
date, a video that went through the history of the faculty from a student’s perspective was made together with 
the media office and a reception was hosted, execution of the reception was handled by the leisure office.

Solidaritree and Christmas on Campus
S-Cubed together with several other student organisations took 
part in the Solidaritree initiative to raise money for the communi-
ty chest fund. Solidaritree wristbands were sold in events prior to 
and during Christmas on Campus. During Christmas on Campus 
the Movie Marathon was organised, the organisation took part in 
the Park and Pay initiative by KSU and finally, the money raised 
from the annual collaboration Santa’s A-List was also donated to 
the cause. 

Student concerns
As an Faculty-based student organisation we take student concerns very seriously an try to deal with them as 
efficiently as possible. We encourage students to voice their concerns to help improve the quality of student 
life. This year, the primary concerns raised were the postponement of 2nd year biology practical sessions and 
construction noise during examinations. Both of these concerns were tackled and resolved.

- - - - - - -

I can wholeheartedly say that 
this executive board was suc-
cessful in achieving what it set 
out to achieve throughout the 
term. Of course our long term 
aims such as achieving unity 

within the faculty are not com-
pletely achieved, however I hope 
that the seeds that were planted 
during this term will continue 

to germinate and will be further 
watered and tilled so that we 

may one day see a more united 
faculty. 



Secretary General
Anna Vella

The Executive Board Members
On the 8th of May 2015, the executive board for the term 15/16 was ap-
pointed during the AGM. The committee had their first meeting following 
the AGM and the roles of each member were chosen internally. 
The roles of the board members can be found below:

President
Simon Agius

Vice-President
Lucia Farrugia

Secretary General
Anna Vella

Financial Controller
Ryan Busuttil

Public Relations Officer
Romario Catania

Media Officer
Jean Paul Formosa 

Leisure Officers
Dean Grech
Luke Tabone

Education Officer
Martina Cutajar

Science Communications Officer
Jessica Edwards

Social Policy Officer
Rebecca Marie Bezzina

International Officer
Desiree Chetcuti

Internal Secretary
Lara Azzopardi

Planning ahead
Following the June examination sessions, the executive attended a planning weekend as preparation for the 
upcoming year.  During the planning weekend, the events carried out under the previous administration were 
discussed, and suggestions on improvements were made along with implementation of new ideas.  A calendar 
of events was postulated, having each tentative date associated with preliminary ideas for that particular event.  
As Secretary General, I was responsible for the management of the executive’s time frame projects, S-Cubed’s 
calendar and ensuring the ideas were being implemented continuously. 
This year, S-Cubed’s goal was to include the newly established department of Geoscience and increase aware-
ness that all of the 6 departments fall under one faculty. We aimed on trespassing the barriers which separated 
the departments and look at it from the one Faculty perspective. This was the basis of the projects implemented 
this year. 

Contact 
Communication is key to the implementation and work progress within our committee. This was maintained 
by formal executive board meetings, which took place regularly throughout the year, with a total of fourteen 
meetings being held throughout this term. Two administrative meetings were held during the summer months 
to which the members of the administration attended. During such meetings, there was further planning on 
allocation of work and other admin related points were discussed. A more efficient means of communication 
between the executive members was established via email correspondence in order to keep official record on 
what has been discussed. 
Furthermore, sustaining good relationships with the concerned people was paramount. A strong relationship 
between the members of the Faculty was maintained throughout the year with most of our projects being 
discussed with the respective heads of departments and the Dean of the Faculty, Prof. Charles V. Sammut. Sus-
taining a strong relationship with KSU was also prioritised and maintained by attending admin forums, which 
kept us holistically updated to the ongoing activities on campus. 
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Ultimately, the continuous communication with science students was of utmost importance. S-Cubed ensured 
this via frequent workshops and sub-committee involvement that gave us continuous feedback and improve-
ments on our current projects

Documentation
A Google Drive with all the necessary documents was set up and was kept under moderation throughout the 
year, ensuring that all the work was documented with sufficient proof. A filing system was also established by 
which all the data present on Google Drive was printed and kept as a hard copy. This is necessary for future 
executive boards that would not have access to the online files. 

Reports
The Room Allocation Report was written in the summer months with the help of the admin team and input 
from the executive of the previous term. S-Cubed ranked 6th, which shows an improvement when compared to 
last year’s ranking, having been in 7th place. This year it was made sure that for every event an action plan and 
feedback report was done. Proof of the written reports was also compiled and these are to be found useful in 
the writing of the next RAR report. As a result, the information required to write the entries for the upcoming 
RAR are more accessible for the next executive board. 

EGM
An Extraordinary General Meeting was held in 
August 2015, the reason for a call of this meet-
ing was due to changes in logo and rebranding. 
The new logo was approved and S-Cubed has 
been using the new logo ever since.

Attendance
Below please find tables showing the attendance of the executive and administrative meetings accordingly.

P = Present            
E = Excused 
L= Late/ Left meeting pre-
maturely       
A = Absent

- - - - - - - - - -

Without further ado, I would like to thank my family and friends for their absolute support and en-
couragement. I extend my gratitude to the executive board especially to the officers whom I worked 

closely with and served as their mentor for several projects.
Secondly, I would like to thank by boyfriend Nigel, for his constant support and sensible advice 

which helped me to fulfill my potential during this experience. 
Lastly, I would like to thank every single science student who came forward with recommendations, 

appreciation, criticism or feedback.  And to the science student reading this: Thank you! You are 
what the past term has been about and S-Cubed’s improvements and developments as a committee, 

would have not been possible without your involvement.



Financial Controller
Ryan Busuttil

The Science Students’ Society is a non-profit organisation. The financial 
strategy is consistent term after term, that being generation of income 

from leisure events, schemes and sponsorships in order to finance educa-
tional events and initiatives. However, the financial outcome after each term 
is variable. The reason for this, is mainly due to whether the intermittent 
occurrence of favourable circumstances in a term, outweighs the financial-
ly non-optimistic affairs; along with the overall performance of the pres-
ent-day executive board.  

Transparency 
S-Cubed must assure that its functioning is transparent, this applies to the greatest extent to the financial aspect. 
Special attention was taken to provide a receipt for any payments and refunds. Furthermore, transparency was 
preserved internally by means of open communication and official reporting systems. 

Sponsorships
This term a lot of focus was put into establishing respectable yet modest relationships with potential investor 
companies and entities. I feel grateful for the imperative contributions by Anna Vella, Romario Catania and 
Jean Paul Formosa, who aided me in producing the sponsorship proposal booklet, which was distributed to 
several companies early on in the term. In general, good feedback was received in response to our efforts for the 
sponsorship calls. The three corporate sponsors for this term were PapierPlus Studio, BioDNA Ltd. and MY-
EventPlanner Co Ltd. Additionally, on behalf of S-Cubed, I would like to show my appreciation to the following 
entities for sponsoring several leisure, educational and science communication events: Agenzija Zghazagh, 
Farsons Group, Tmi Ltd, Delicata, Alfsons Enterprises Ltd, Surplus & Adventure, Medichem and Royal Society 
of Chemistry. Last and not least, S-Cubed would like to express its greatest gratitude towards the Faculty of Sci-
ence for its constant moral and financial support. The creation of an official contact list has also been initiated 
in order to ensure the sustainability of the established relationships of this term. 

Grants, Schemes and Donations
S-Cubed has benefited from the University of Malta Grant to Student Societies 2015 and has been in contact 
with Agenzija Zghazagh regarding in particular the ‘Be Active Scheme’. In addition to this, S-Cubed has ac-
quired economic reimbursement for part of the expenses for this year’s edition of Science in The City by the 
Project Support Team - Finance Office, University of Malta. I would like to take this opportunity to express 
S-Cubed’s appreciation for the loyalty of Dr. Edward Duca as well as for his righteous backing. 
Throughout this term a total of 126.46 euros were collected and forwarded to KSU to be distributed as dona-
tions. The main event contributing to this total being the ‘Movie Marathon’.

Financial Reports
One of my earliest contribution to the organisation was that of attending the ‘KSU Financial Officers Work-
shops’ which acted as a motive to implementing an accredited bookkeeping system. Many thanks go to Philip 
Mizzi for helping me overcome any complications that came up. This advancement excludes inefficiencies such 
as cash at hand and cheques not yet withdrawn as well as installs new concepts such as debtors and creditors. 
Hence, more current financial updates were and are to be obtained during following terms



Financial Controller
Ryan Busuttil

Financial Growth 
The following two graphs depict the trend of general increase in terms of accumulated surplus and also in ex-
penditure in the education sector throughout the terms. 

Funds
This year ‘Project Alpha’ has been re-launched and a 200 euro prize has been allocated for the team with the 
best scientific project. Furthermore, the ‘Student Recognition Fund’ of 1000 euros, which was launched on the 
28th of March is aimed at undergraduates and postgraduates seeking financial aid for their project expenses, 
research travel costs and any other relevant expenditure. This fund is based on the following criteria so as to 
ensure that the maximum number of applicants receive the maximum funding they are justly entitled to. 

Motivation*                                    30%
Relevance to studies                                   30%
Activism in S-Cubed (as recorded by the Point System)                  30%
Points for applying in previous years                                 10%
*Motivation refers to how necessary the funds are to you and how much benefit you can obtain from them.

ICPS 2016
The International Conference of Physics Students (ICPS) is organised every year by a member society of IAPS. 
This year Malta will be hosting and S-Cubed has been asked to lend a hand by opening a new bank account to 
be used officially and solely for the purposes of the ICPS.  

- - - - - - - - -

Firstly, I would like to thank Simon Agius for his constant support and intellectual guidance 
throughout the term. I feel appreciative of the joint efforts made with all the officers, yet most 
especially our Leisure Officers, Luke Tabone and Dean Grech; and our International Officer, 

Desiree Chetcuti. Personally, I believe that this year was a success for S-Cubed. We as an 
executive team have worked very hard and I feel esteemed to have been part of this unified 

organisation for this term. 
A big thank you goes to my family and friends; to the whole executive team and all the stu-

dents of the Faculty of Science.



Public Relations
Officer

Romario Catania

T his year the role of Public Relations Officer was split into two with the 
introduction of the Media Officer.

My role as a Public Relations Officer  is to establish channel of communica-
tion between the officers who set up events and science students or anyone 
else who may be interested in attending the events.  As a Public Relations 
Officer I also had to keep science students updated with what S-Cubed is 
doing as well as ensure that officers are listening to concerns of students.

Being part of the Admin team, my main duty was acting as support for the other offices.  I worked alongside the 
respective offices and the Media Officer on the preproduction of video tutorials, Speedy Science posters and the 
filming and editing of the Quizzing Campus video. I also made sure that the text in the Fresher’s Week, EGM 
and AGM booklets was of a good standard.

Rebranding
Continuing on the work of previous executives, this year S-Cubed saw a rebranding.  Rebranding was not just 
about commissioning a new logo but giving a distinct look to all our media which makes it recognisable as 
being ours.  The rebranding was taken care-of and implemented by our Media Officer. 

Promotion 
Promotion is a particular area which I was tasked with.  When the situation allowed, events were released at 
least two weeks prior.  A special emphasis was made on Facebook promotion, but this year I decided to also 
extensively use printed posters which serve as a reminder of various events.  



Romario Catania

Online Presence 
Apart from the website, Facebook page, Instagram and a number of social media accounts, this year we ex-
panded on our online presence by opening up a Snapchat account.  To engage with our students, we kept the 
page updated with various opportunities and events which might interest science students.  These included the 
Women in Science series which we posted in the run-up to International Women’s Day.  Work has been started 
on an online database system to keep track of the points students earn through the point system.  

Newsletters
Three newsletters were released to keep students updated of what the various offices had been doing and what 
are the plans for the near future.

InTouch
After three years of absence, we have again released the InTouch magazine!  We envisioned this as a way of 
giving space for students and staff space to write.  It is also serves as a means of exposure for the organisation, 
as it has also been distributed in Junior College. 

- - - - - - - -

I’d like to thank Jean Paul Formosa and Lucia Farrugia who have guided me when it came to mat-
ters of design and photography.  I’d also like to thank Jean Paul Formosa as without a Media Officer 

what I could do would be very limited.
I’d also like to thank the very enthusiastic Media & PR subcommittee.  From the PR side: Mikael 

Scerri Forte, Nicolanne Scicluna and Maria Fenech for their work on the production of video tuto-
rials and the magazine, Jonathan Pulis and Yacopo Baldacchino for helping out in media as well as 

Daniel Fava and Yasmine Gatt for their input in the projects handled by this committee.  I’d also like 
to thank anyone who has in any way contributed to the magazine.



Media Officer
Jean Paul Formosa

This year the role of media officer has been reintroduced, where the 
main task was to help the Public Relations Officer with the promo-

tion and image of the organisation. Furthermore additional tasks included 
working hand in hand with other officers to produce any media such as 
booklets, posters and videos, mainly for promotion. This also includes any 
media related material required for events and other projects such as an-
nouncements and booklets.

The work of the media officer can be split into 3 main categories including design and editing, photography and 
videography of events and last but certainly not least branding.

Branding
As most of you know this year S-Cubed underwent a major rebranding. This did not just include a change 
of logo which was long overdue, but also included a full redesign of the media published both online and in 
print. Logos for the different offices were commissioned in order to distinguish between different activities and 
events, and also to give more autonomy to the different offices. Templates were also set up for different media 
formats in order to create a consistent image for the organisation thus making it more recognisable and giving 
our content more presence. This is quite important considering that the main platform for reaching students 
nowadays by a large margin is social media (Facebook) where posts can be quite easily missed as one is scroll-
ing down ! 
In order to reduce the chance of this happening, this year the media office also had the novel idea of imple-
menting the use of animated GIFs. These GIFs when posted on social media websites provide with more inter-
esting and engaging posts and also increase the likelihood of being noticed.
Needless to say the rebranding project was not something which was solely done by the Media office but also 
involed constant input from other exec members most prominently Romario and Lucia (who also helped with 
posters when needed), and also from members of the media subcommittee.



Media Officer
Jean Paul Formosa

Design and editing
This year, everything related to design and editing apart from the S-Cubed logos was done in house. Most of 
the work done by the Media Office is involved the production of posters for event promotion. We made it a 
point to create eye catching posters and to keep a consistent level of quality throughout the year. This was done 
whilst keeping the design simple and easy to work with. 
The Media Office along with the Public Relations office was also responsible for the production of various 
magazines and booklets throughout the year. The main task of the Media Office concerned the design of 
such publications. This included 
the magazine inTouch which was 
recently published after a hia-
tus of three years and involved a 
strong collaboration between the 
Media and Public Rralation of-
fices and their subcommittee in-
cluding Maria Fenech, Nicolanne 
Scicluna, Mikael Scerri-Forte and 
Yasmine Gatt. Other publications 
include the freshers’ booklet, 
sponsorship proposal and the in-
ternational trip booklet

Videography and Photography
This year videography and photography of S-Cubed events was mostly catered for by executive or sub-com-
mittee members. Photos and videos of leisure and social events in particular were shared on social media in 
order to promote the organisation and its events but also as a memory for the people who attended. I also wish 
to take this opportunity to thank the people who helped out with photography including Romario Catania, 
Yacopo Baldacchino, Owen Attard, Michelle Bezzina and Jonathan Pulis. 
This year we also relaunched the educational video tutorials, with the Media Office being responsible for 
production, filming and editing of the video tutorials. This work was done in collaboration with the PR and 
education offices along with the respective sub-committees. I wish to thank all the people who helped with this 
project including Nicolanne Scicluna, Maria Fenech, Johnathan Pulis, Mikael Scerri Forte and Daniel Fava.

- - - - - - - - - -

Finally I would like to say thanks to anyone directly and even indirectly involved with S-Cubed who 
in one way or another helped me carry out my role as a Media Officer. This includes the very keen 

Media and Public Relations subcomittee members, friends and past exec members. I would also like 
to thank any University of Malta staff and lecturers for their indespensable help with the Science 100 

video. 
Last but certainly not least I would also like to thank the rest of the executive whom I’ve had the 

pleasure to work along side, especially Romario Catania for his indespensable help whenever needed.



Leisure Officers
Luke Tabone
Dean Grech

Throughout this year, S-Cubed’s leisure team sought to continue on 
the great work done in this sector in the last term.  The attendance for 

S-Cubed’s leisure events has continued to grow due to new audiences being 
targeted and the continuation of collaborations done with other organizations.  
Nonetheless, it was ensured that such activities remained of high quality and that all attendees were satisfied.

Official After Exams Bash
On the 10th of July 2015, S-Cubed collaborated with KSU and many other organisations to host the Official Af-
ter Exams Bash which was held at Aria. This was the second event which started in 2014 and was a big success, 
S-Cubed being the top seller of tickets. A large number of students attended this event, since many of them 
were still pumped to celebrate their end of exams with their colleagues in the best way possible.

Try Dive
For the fifth consecutive year, 
S-Cubed organized the Try Dive.  
Due to high demand, two sessions 
were organized which were held at 
Zonqor Point.

Past Executive BBQ
For the first time S-Cubed organized 
the Past Executive BBQ which was 
held at Golden Bay.  The aim of this 
event was to meet with past executive 
members and get to know each other 
in a relaxed environment.  The event 
turned out to be a successful event which will surely be kept in S-Cubed’s annual calendar.

The Science Football Tournament 5-A side
The aim of this event was to unite the six departments from the Faculty of Science, however due to the low 
response the event had to be opened for all.  In all six teams took part which battled each other out in a league 
format.



Shipwrecked
After a two-year absence S-Cubed brought back the boat 
party which was held at the 8th of August.  The event also 
served as a form of re-union for students during the sum-
mer period.

Frisk
This was another collaboration with KSU and a large num-
ber of organisations. S-Cubed once again teamed up to host 
FRISK, a very awaited party by all students especially Fresh-
ers. This party serves as an ice-breaker for all the first year 
students, as well as a reunion for the rest of the years. The 
event was held on the 9th of October and was a great event, 
with S-Cubed selling the highest number of tickets once 
again.

Wine Night
The S-Cubed wine night took place a few weeks before the 
start of another year. It served as a last social meeting be-
tween students before starting a new year ahead whilst shar-
ing a glass of wine

Meteor Shower
For the third year running S-Cubed organized this stargazing event to observe the Perseid Meteor Shower.  The 
event which was held at Dingli Cliffs was open for all and even families and friends were invited to come.

Meet the Freshers
The event was held at the be-
ginning of October with the 
main aim being to gather all 
newcomers to the Faculty of 
Science together so that they 
get to know each other in an 
informal setting.  The event was 
held at Zmerc Pub and it was 
attended by both Freshers and 
returning students.

The Annual Seminar
This year S-Cubed held its eleventh edition of the Annual Seminar at The Preluna Hotel, Sliema.  The main 
aim of this event is to unite students by organizing both social and educational events.  Social events included 
a karaoke night, ‘Episode X’ and a number of icebreaker games during the workshops organized.  Workshops 
organized also included an educational aspect.



S-Cubed’s Annual Karaoke Night
The S-Cubed’s Annual Karaoke Night took 
place on the Saturday night of the annual 
seminar at Surfside. For the students which 
were not attending the seminar, the entrance 
fee was 7 euro, which included free flowing 
beer and wine. Many foreigners were present 
at surfside on the day who joined in the kara-
oke and filled up the place even more.  This 
created an amazing atmosphere.

Episode X
This open-bar themed party was 
held on Friday night of the 11th 
Annual seminar and was a huge 
success. Many of the people at-
tended came dressed up according 
to the theme and a gift was award-
ed to the most original costume, 
judged by having the most likes on 
Facebook. Very good feedback was 
received from this party from the 
majority of the students.

Science 100 Reception
The Science 100 reception took place on the 20th of 
November at Montekristo Estates. This was a unique 
event that attracted many science students, universi-
ty students, alumni, lecturers and staff. Science stu-
dents were offered a free entrance which included 
food and drinks. A video of the highlights which 
took place in the Faculty was shown in a timeline or-
der. Fireworks and a cake were prepared to celebrate 
the Faculty’s anniversary in the best way possible.
 

On the Trail
Being one of S-Cubed’s most awaited and anticipated 
events, it was only natural to hold this event once again 
this year.  This year On The Trail was held at the Tat-Tar-
ga campsite in Mosta and consisted of various events in-
cluding a treasure hunt organized in Mdina, a BBQ,  a 
bonfire and drinking games organized throughout the 
night.



Santa’s A-List
Santa’s A-List was held once again this year in a collaborative effort with UESA, JEF, TDM 2000, ICTSA and 
ASCS.  The event was held at Casablanca in Bahar ic-Caghaq in aid of Solidaritree.  It was also a good opportu-
nity to celebrate the festive seasons in a semi-informal setting together with other organizations.

Movie Marathon
S-Cubed’s Christmas atmosphere reached its peak in the S-Cubed’s Movie Marathon where two films which 
were ‘Home Alone’ and ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’ were played in the Common Room. Mulled wine, popcorn, pizza, 
hot chocolate, coffee and tea were served at a small price, and all proceedings were given to charity. 

The Aftermath
The Aftermath was held once again for the third time running in collaboration with MHSA and MMSA.  The 
aim of this event was to celebrate the end of the first term University exams together with all university stu-
dents.  The event was once again held at Sky Club, Paceville and it attracted more than a thousand people.

The Lab
The 4th edition of The Lab, an annual open 
bar, was held at LIDO beach club in Bugibba 
on the 20th of February. With a unique theme, 
replicating a Lab setting having drinks served 
in test tubes, wash bottles and sample tubes, a 
good amount of people were attracted. A shot 
bar was also set up with unique names con-
taining different alcohol to make the theme 
of the party even more amplified. This year’s 
edition of The Lab was a huge success and the 
vibe present was an unforgettable one.

Annual Science Gathering
The Annual Science Gathering took place in the Senior Common 
Room on the 11th of March. The price for science students was 
that of 5 euro and lecturers entered for free. Food was served and 
free flowing wine, beer and soft drinks were available. The event 
was a success since students and lecturers had the chance to meet 
in a more relaxed environment.

Can You Escape? Malta
The can you escape event was a collaboration with ‘Can you Escape Malta?” where teams from different organ-
izations including S-Cubed competed in this event, and the team to escape in the least time won 100 euro. Very 
good feedback was received from all the participants that the game was very well organized, and the winning 
team which won the 100 euro prize was a team formed by S-Cubed.

- - - - - - - - - - -

Finally we would like to thank anyone that in one way or another were involved in making this 
year’s leisure events as successful as they were especially this year’s Sub-committee. Last but not least, 
we would like to thank the rest of the executive board which made this year an unforgettable experi-

ence in whom we found great friends and a second family.



Education Officer
Martina Cutajar

During this term the Education Office has sought to further improve 
student-employer relationships.  Together with the help of the edu-

cation sub-committee members, we have explored new ideas and have in-
itiated projects such as the Biology Symposium.  Together with these pro-
jects, annual events such as the National Chemistry symposium, Industrial 
site visits and also Share!t were once again held. The Education Office has 
sought to collaborate with other organisations including MSTOR and JEF.  

Careers in Science  
This event was organised by Lucia Farrugia with the help of Simon Aguis, Jean Paul Formosa and Romario 
Catania and such an event is aimed at prospective Faculty of Science students.  In total around 50 people at-
tended, in different groups since the talk was divided in sections thus targeting different groups of people.  The 
speaker for this event were Leanne Bonnici for Biology and Chemistry, Kurt Fenech for Mathematics, Jeremy 
Tua for Statistics and Banking and Finance,  Michael Buhagiar for Chemistry with Materials and Jackson Levi 
Said for Maths & Physics.  The event was brought to an end by Simon Aguis, who spoke about S-Cubed and 
encouraged students to be active throughout their university experience.  

Konnekt
The contract that was signed during the previous term with Konnekt, one of Malta’s leading search and selec-
tion agencies, was extended and modified for this year.  During this term a job portal was set up on S-Cubed’s 
website, this being one of the additions to the contract signed.  This was done such that students within our 
Faculty could be informed about any vacancies which arise in industry.  This job portal is still subject to im-
provement, as we are currently holding discussions such that this portal provides job opportunities related only 
to our Faculty.  

CV Building Workshop 
This was the first workshop held for this term.  It was organised in collaboration with Konnekt and during this 
workshop two recruiters from Konnekt provided guidelines on the do’s and don’ts when formulating one’s CV.  
They also gave pointers on what companies tend to expect when looking at a CV and how to make one’s CV 
stand out from that of other applicants. 

Mock Interview Workshop
This workshop was also held in collaboration with Konnekt and was a follow-up to the CV Building Workshop.  
During this workshop registered students had a ten minute interview which ended with feedback from the 
recruiter’s point of view.  We received great feedback from the attendees.  

Share!t
One edition of this public speaking event was held during this term and was organised with the help of Anna 
Vella.  It was in relation to the KSU’s Green Expo and was thus named “Share!t Goes Green”.  During this event 
students were given the opportunity to choose a topic related to the environment and discuss the chosen topic.  
The speakers were Faisal Sadegh who discussed ‘Cycling’, Luke Sammut who spoke about ‘Charging cars vs 
Emission cars’.  Janice Baldacchino, Beji Fenech Salerno and Benjamin Pullicino were also invited to discuss 
their Hydroponics project which they had put up for Project Alpha.



Symposia
For the second consecutive year, S-Cubed joined the Department of Chemistry in organising the 9th National 
Chemistry Symposium.  The Symposium came to a start with a speech by the Parliamentary Secretary followed 
by the Head of Department Prof. Sinagra.  During this event, postgraduates and some undergraduate students 

showcased their research projects.  After which, re-
freshments were served which helped students and 
lecturers to socialise.  This year S-Cubed also helped 
the Biology Department in organizing the Annual 
Biology Symposium.  S-Cubed was in charge of re-
freshments and helped out during the registration 
process.
  

Masters Info Sessions
These Informative Sessions were held this year for the first time.  During these sessions, lecturers from sever-
al masters’ courses explained the studies involved in such courses.  Few students attended these information 
sessions.  However, considering that such sessions were organised for the first time, the feedback received was 
positive.  

Industrial Site visits
Throughout this term, the Education Office has sought to further cut down the student-employer discrepancy.  
For this reason, several site visits were held, which catered for students in all departments within the Faculty 
of Science.  Most of these visits proved to be successful, as numerous students attended the visits.  Some of the 
most popular include the site visits to Vodafone that was planned in collaboration with MSTOR and Uniblue 
amongst students studying Maths or Statistics.  The visit to the Central Bank also generated an interest amongst 
students having Maths, Statistics or Banking and Finance, and for this visit the MSTOR executive was also keen 
to help out in organising transport.  Chemistry students were quite intrigued by the site visit to Baxter, a visit 
that received generous positive feedback, while Medichem, which was restricted to a smaller number of Chem-
istry students also proved to be an interesting visit.  The visit to Baxter was also open to Pharmacy students, and 
thus I worked in liaison with Tricia Micallef, the Academic Officer at the time.   The Malta Life Sciences Park 
visit was, by far, the most popular visit of this term, to which more than 60 students attended.  This was aimed 
at students having Biology as an area of study.  Although this visit was longer than students would have liked 
it to be due to lectures commencing after the visit, such a visit received great feedback.  Other visits were held 
during this term included DiscountIF, Aurobindo, a Metrology lab visit at MCCAA and also MEPA.



Maths Streams Seminar
This Maths Streams Seminar was organised for the first time during this term.  This seminar was targeted to 
second year Maths students, who have to choose a stream which will affect what units they will study for the 
last two years of their course.  This was hosted by Prof. Buhagiar from the Department of Mathematics.

Video Tutorials 
During this term, video tutorials were revived.  This year we focused more on maths tutorials.  This project is 
one which will be passed on to the future executive team, such that students could be given more information 
regarding topics which might prove challenging to students throughout the duration of their studies.

Fire and Safety Workshop
After last year’s success, as S-Cubed we felt that this event should be incorporated with the laboratory study 
units.  For this reason, meetings were set up with Prof. Sinagra to discuss this option.  Maria Falzon, an ed-
ucation sub-committee member also researched companies which conduct such workshops professionally.  
Although this workshop was not held during this term, several logistical plans have been conducted such that 
as from the next scholastic term, this workshop is integrated with laboratory study units within the Chemistry 
Department. 

Future Projects and Opportunities
During this term, together with the sub-committee members, the Education Office has worked on initiating 
several projects.  A long-term project that is still underway is one which arose during the subcommittee work-
shop held early during this term.  This is the private lessons project, during which undergrads will be given the 
opportunity to give private lessons to O’level students during the summer months.  Students who attend these 
lessons would only be required to pay a small fee or none at all depending on the funds acquired.  For this 
reason the project initiation process is quite long, but we plan to finalise this project during the coming term.  
The Education Office has also made contact with several companies such that internship opportunities could 
be granted.  Discussions are still underway, but we hope to establish a permanent platform during the coming 
term also.

Leading a Subcom
Having a sub-committee is of great essence to the entire executive team.  Having a sub-committee committed 
to work is of utmost importance as was the case with the education sub-committee.  The sub-committee met 
twice during this term, during which work was distributed amongst the members for efficiency.  The projects 
were worked on individually under the officer’s supervision.  Some projects were not deemed feasible and thus 
were not pursued.  Others are still being worked on and shall be announced during the next executive’s term.

Rent a Labcoat
The ‘Rent a Labcoat’ project was initiated for the second consecutive year.  Lucia Farrugia took on this project 
and made amendments to this such that this project could cater for international students who join our Faculty 
for one semester, thus making it possible for these students to rent a labcoat for the entire semester.

- - - - - - - -

Lastly, I would like to thank my family and friends for their continuous support during this hectic 
term.  I would also like to take this opportunity to thank each member of the Executive team who 

provided a support system without which this work could not have been done.  I would like to thank 
each and every one for stepping in when for some reason or another I was not available to attend 

one of my own events, most especially Anna Vella, Dean Grech and Simon Aguis.  Last but not least 
I would also like to thank my sub-committee members, who have dedicated their time and were 

committed to help out whenever needed.



Social Policy Officer
Rebecca Bezzina

Being the second year since the Social Policy Office has been reintro-
duced, this year, the main focus was to expand the office’s reach in-

cluding more the social, economic and political issues students face in 
their everyday life. This was done by introducing reports to tackle current 
affairs through a scientific perspective, which is quite an important point 
of view one must consider when decisions are made. It was my duty to an-
alyse the student’s views, instigate thoughts and raise awareness regarding 
such issues.

The Commission
The main aspect of my role was that of attending Social Policy Commission Meetings (KPS) every month and 
to vote on any arising matters. Various issues are discussed during these meetings with each organisation giv-
ing its input in order to represent students in the best way possible. Some of the major issues discussed this year 
were that of the development on ODZ land, Age of Consent, Gozo tunnel, Embryo Freezing, Sexual Health 
among many others.

European Week for Waste Reduction: ‘Should we eat less meat?’
Debate
This debate was held on the 13th of November 2015, as part 
of the EWWR activities at the University quadrangle. A num-
ber of speakers from different areas of study were contacted 
in order to have a diverse panel. The panel of speakers in-
cluded Mark Morales, a vegetarian from birth and an author 
of two vegetarian recipe books standing as ‘for’ and Dr. Ol-
iver Frendo, a veterinarian and general manager of the Pig 
Breeders’ Cooperative Society having an ‘against’ opinion. 
Speakers with neutral opinions regarding the matter includ-
ed Dr. Claire Sillato Copperstone, a nutritionist and lecturer/researcher in Human Nutrition; Ms. Petra Jones, 
a nutritionist and assistant lecturer working on a doctorate on diet and cancer; and Mr. Robert Vella, a sports 
nutrition advisor. The debate was moderated by Marc Andrea Cassar.

Report
A questionnaire was carried out to be able to get the students’ views on the matter. Finally a report was issued 
including conclusions from the debate as well as the students’ feedback.

Leading a subcom
Having a subcommittee ready to dedicate some of their time to help in the work involved in various projects 
is vital to be able to further improve the office. This year there were two subcom meetings in which different 
work has been assigned to the people involved to be done under the officer’s supervision, increasing efficiency 
as various projects could be worked on simultaneously.



Reports
During this year, the Social Policy office worked on some reports concerning current affairs giving the scien-
tific point of view. The first report issued tackled the case of development on ODZ land, stating its impact on 
the environment.
Another report was that on the incident of the Paceville stampede which happened in November. This report 
showed the scientific background to the case.
The other one issued was titled ‘Science behind homosexuality’ where this time the issue of homosexuality was 
seen through a scientific lense.

InTouch magazine
The Social Policy office gave its input in S-Cubed’s magazine ‘Intouch’ by issuing an article on the topic of em-
bryo freezing which is currently being nationally discussed.

Clean Up
The KSU Clean Up held on the 19th March was organised in collaboration between S-Cubed, The Third Eye,  
JEF, IAESTE, SDM and Y4TE, together with the National Cleansing Directorate. This took place to clean an 
area at Gnejna bay.

Campaign Collaborations

Movember
S-Cubed took part in a video together with 
other organisations to increase awareness 
on men’s health.

Blood Donation Campaign
On 18th November and on the 9th and 
10th of March, KSU in collaboration with 
S-Cubed, JEF, MADS, MMSA, MHSA, 
GHSL, MPSA, SDM, The Third Eye as well 
as the ICT Department and the University 
of Malta Library organised a Blood Dona-
tion Campaign on Campus in order to en-
courage students to donate blood and save 
lives.

University Park and Pay day
S-Cubed supported the collaboration between University of Malta, KSU and SACES for the University Park 
and Pay day event. Representatives from S-Cubed helped by being present at entrance points on Tuesday 15th 
December to ask all those traveling to University by car to donate just 1 euro to the Christmas on Campus & 
Solidaritree initiatives.

#makeheardyourhurt
S-Cubed together with other organisations collaborated with KSU for a campaign against violence which took 
place around Valentine’s day. For many, Valentine’s day is just another remembrance of what their relationship 
should have been, could have been, but ultimately is not.



Draw the Line Bullying campaign
S-Cubed collaborated with SDM for an anti-bullying campaign aimed at creating awareness and discussing 
better solutions to fight bullying problems.

Volunteering: A Youth Perspective
This is a project designed by Y Plus Association in collaboration with S-Cubed, Insite, Pulse, SDM, GHSL, 
ELSA, MMSA SCORP, MHSA, BetaPsi and funded by the Erasmus+ Grant. The project’s aim is to discuss the 
role youths play in volunteering and give youths a platform for voicing their concerns to stakeholders.

Shooting hoops for Social Inclusion
In this initiative by Pulse, S-Cubed representatives together with different student organisations put themselves 
in other person’s shoes while experiencing sport from another perspective.

The UoM Indoor Rowing Shield
In rememberance of Freedom Day, university organisations were brought together to compete against each 
other for coveted Organisation and Faculty Shields.

The Annual Science Conference
Following last year’s Annual Science Confer-
ence, this year the theme chosen was ‘Science: 
A Lifetime Of Opportunities’ which deals with 
life all scientists have before them. It was decid-
ed to look into this matter to provide means of 
support and assistance in clarifying our goals as 
science students as it was suggested that students 
are unsure to where they are heading with a Bsc. 
course since it does not direct towards a particu-
lar profession. Whether one decides to keep on 
studying or find employment, newly qualified 
scientists are presented by an increasing array of 
opportunities. 
The Social Policy Subcommittee examined the current situation regarding the matter in order to be able to 
build a policy. To truly recognise the needs of the faculty, statements from lecturers from the different depart-
ments were collected. Students’ opinions were also collected by means of a questionnaire. In addition, a Policy 
Forum was held where science students were invited to discuss the draft policy and give their opinions and 
shed more light on the difficulties they face with respect to the matter. All these inputs contributed towards 
putting forward a holistic policy. 
The Conference took place on the 18th of March in the Auditorium of the Faculty of ICT. A number of students 
and distinguished guests attended this event, including the Dean of the Faculty of Science, Prof. Charles V. 
Sammut and the Parliamentary Secretary for Research, Innovation, Youth and Sport, Hon. Chris Agius.

- - - - - - - - - -

With what has already been done, there is a lot of potential for this office to keep growing, such as working to-
wards campaigning on a larger scale leaving a bigger impact on society.

I would like to thank the Social Policy Subcommittee who worked hard and with their help the Social Policy 
Office was able to improve and produce more work. Special thanks goes to all the Executive members for their 

support and help whenever needed and for all the cherished memories made throughout this year.



Science commu-
nication Officer

Jessica Edwards

As Science Communication officer I wanted to build on what has been 
done already over the years, to increase the audience at events and 

encourage students to get involved. To show that science can be fun and by 
using different media including experiments, puppet shows and film peo-
ple of all ages could get involved.

Science in the City Workshops
Around 50 volunteers applied to help out in Science in the City. In 
preparation for the day, two workshops were organized: one on pub-
lic speaking and another on science communication and practicing 
of experiments. Albert Camilleri and Benjamin Charles Cassar were 
invited as speakers for the first workshop. It also included developing 
the experiments that were then performed on the night. In the volun-
teers in the second workshop got hands by practicing the experiments 
and science communication skills with the help of Dr Edward Duca. 

Science in the City
This year, Maths and Statistics stands were also added to-
gether with the Biology, Chemistry and Physics stands. 
These involved fun interactive experiments for all ages, 
in order to learn and discover different science facts and 
research that is going on at the University of Malta. At 
the main stage the theme of the performance was from 
fireworks to combustion with colourful displays, the audi-
ence could see and learn about explosive science. CineX-
jenza was also part of Science in the City, that took place 
at the Teatru Rjali on the topic of memory manipulation 

with Prof De Giovanni and Prof Muscat as guest speakers.  Marie Curie also made her way into Science in the 
City, through a puppet show performance for children at St James Cavalier. 

Notte Bianca
The fun interactive experiments that took place at Science in the City were also performed at Notte Bianca, 
bringing science to the Upper Barakka Gardens. 

CineXjenza 
CineXjenza aims to spark debates and explore different facets of science that are brought about by films, with a 
wider audience and also speaking about research going on at the University. The topics discussed were cancer, 
evolution, locked-in syndrome and being human. The guest speakers and Prof Pierre Schembri Wismayer, Dr 
Sandro Lanfranco, Dr Owen Falzon, Dr Josanne Aquilina , Dr Edward Duca and Mr Francios Zammit.



Jessica Edwards

Speedy Science 
Speedy Science posters continued to be developed through the year in order to share a variety of scientific facts 
to the public via social media. A topic was chosen every couple of weeks and snippets of information were giv-
en. It was also redesigned to be more attractive and reach a greater audience, mainly youth. 

Quizzing on campus
 A video was uploaded on S-Cubed’s YouTube account, where people from university were asked a number of 
scientific questions. These were aimed deliver science in and fun way. 

Project Alpha 
Project Alpha is a project that was started last year to encourage students to express their passion for science 
and producing their own projects. They then have the opportunity to show off their work at Science in the City. 
This year the participating students chose to build a sound cannon. 

Eureka Days at the President’s Secret Garden 
Volunteers took part in the President’s Secret Garden events, organised by the President’s Foundation for the 
Well Being of Society. Held throughout April, they involved demonstrating a number of science activities to 
school children. The activities were aimed to spark their interest and curiosity in science.  The President’s Secret 
Garden activities are an educational project focusing on children’s participation and interaction. 

This year, we hadd two additional appearances, one at kid’s world way back in July and another at San Anton 
School.

 - - - - - - - - - -

I would like to thank all the executive members, the science students that volunteered, the Malta 
Chamber of Scientists and the Faculty of Science for their constant help and support throughout the 

year. 



International 
Officer

Desiree Chetcuti

S-Cubed has always had the potential to advance its International Office 
by providing more opportunities for science students and by making 

connections and agreements with local and international organisations to 
discuss prospective collaborations. My duty as International Officer was to 
satisfy these criteria for improvements, to ensure that students under the 
Faculty of Science benefit from such opportunities overseas and to make 
the student body more aware of the endless advantages these opportunities 
offer.

Educational Trip to London
This very first Biology London Trip was held between 
the 10th and 14th September, and saw a group of 11 
students reading for a Bachelor in Biology within the 
Faculty of Science. Three days were spent at the Natural 
History Museum in South Kensington, during which the 
students traced the evolution of amphibians, reptiles, di-
nosaurs, birds, and mammals by visiting a wide range of 
exhibits, led by Dr Sandro Lanfranco from the Depart-
ment of Biology. A virtual reality show was also attended 
by the group in which the early Cambrian period of ge-
ological time was experienced. The Royal Botanic Gar-
dens at Kew were visited in which the adaptations of plants to various climatic conditions were discussed, thus 
all the material complemented the students’ studies at the University of Malta. In addition, the group took to 
The Science Museum which gave important insights to science achievements worldwide throughout the years.

Educational Trip to CERN
This trip to Geneva, held between the 5th and 8th February, would not have been possible without the exten-
sive help of Dr Sammut who was present during the CERN visit. He helped to organise an unofficial extended 
visit at CERN in which the group of 12 was admitted into areas where visitors are not usually allowed in. This 
was also guided by Dr Valentino, and a number of sites were visited including: ATLAS, ALICE, ALPHA, LHC, 
The CERN Control Centre etc. The official visit included a presentation regarding the history of CERN and its 
importance to scientists worldwide, and tours to the Antimatter Factory and to the Data Centre.

Annual International Trip
Following the success of the previous international trips which were held in Switzerland, Paris, Munich, and 
Vienna, this year’s destination for a social trip was Amsterdam. This took place between the 28th March and 
2nd April 2016 and activities organised included visits to the Van Gogh Museum, The Heineken Experience, 
Science Centre NEMO, Hortus Botanicus Gardens, and Artis Royal Zoo. The students were also given the 
opportunity to experience a canal cruise and to explore Amsterdam’s renowned parks by bike. To add on, the 
University of Amsterdam was visited in which science students were given a detailed description of what the 
centre has to offer for international students and what requirements are needed to be admitted into their re-
spective courses for a post-graduate degree. The trip was welcomed with positive feedback from applicants who 
praised both the organisation and the daily planning.



The KSU International Convention & Affiliations
The International Convention was a collaboration with KSU and other organisations at the University of Malta 
which took place on the 4th November, 2015. S-Cubed participated in this event in order to inform students 
about the international trips being organised throughout the year, and to interest science students to become 
established members within our affiliations. Memberships with renowned international science organisations, 
such as The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC), Institute of Physics (IOP), and the Society of Biology (SoB) are 
beneficial in that members are open to numerous educational resources freely available or against a minimal 
annual fee. This not only contributes to the individual’s supplies for studies, but also serves as a stepping stone 
for S-Cubed’s networking and contact-making procedures.

Internships and Exchanges Collaborations
I believe that working or studying overseas for a specified amount of time is extremely fruitful to any student. It 
was thus my responsibility to contact other organisations at the University of Malta that focus on such intern-
ships and exchanges to collaborate with them for opportunities for Science students. AIESEC was approached, 
with meetings being frequently held to discuss logistics and available posts. Teach Spain, an international in-
ternship carried out by AIESEC in collaboration with a Spanish company accommodating 8 science students, 
was forwarded to S-Cubed, however, the posts were not filled after promoting the opportunity through the 
S-Cubed Facebook page and via word of mouth. Meetings are also currently being scheduled with IAESTE. In 
addition, a funded internship has been organised in collaboration with the University of Malta and the Univer-
sity of Vienna, giving the opportunity for one Physics student to benefit from the experience available at hand 
in the experimental quantum optics field.

- - - - - - - - - -

I am extremely proud of what S-Cubed’s International Office has managed to accomplish in the past 
year, most especially since we do not have an International Science Student Organisation to support 
and serve our students with opportunities overseas. In spite of this, the office has still succeeded in 

providing students under the Faculty of Science with unique experiences which, hopefully, motivate 
them to study further in the science industry of their choice.



Internal Secretary
Lara Azzopardi

After having changed its title from ‘Student Relations Officer’ to ‘Internal 
Secretary’ during last year’s AGM, this role had to go through some 

changes. Different to what it used to be, the role of Internal Secretary this 
year involved much more written tasks, research, as well as contacts with 
several people to embark on new projects.

Point System
The year for the Internal Secretary started off with the official launch of the Point System on the 24th of August. 
On the day, the new project was explained thoroughly and after a discussion with the attendees, improvement 
suggestions were gathered and analysed. To this day, points are being distributed to individuals who form 
part of the faculty of science for each time they help in an S-Cubed or faculty event or managing to publish a 
study or research amongst other academic successes. Due to the distinct departments in our faculty, the plan 
of awarding the individual having the most points with an international opportunity, such as conferences, 
unfortunately was seen as not feasible. Keeping in mind that the individual could come from any department, 
it was impossible to find an opportunity which would be suitable for all; for example, a conference adequate 
for a biology student would surely not be suitable for a mathematics student. In the light of this problem, after 
searching for an alternative approach, it was seen best that until more research is done to improve this project, 
the points will be used to support the newly launched Student Recognition Fund. As an appreciation from the 
organisation, the student recognition fund applicant with the most points, given that they have a fit research 
idea, will be given priority when analysing the applicants. This does not mean that this is the final decision for 
the points’ purpose; undoubtedly in the year to come more research is to be conducted and tested in order to 
make the system properly rewarding.

Freshers’ Week
Moving on to October, this year the planning and coordi-
nation of S-Cubed at Freshers’ Week was in the hands of 
the Internal Secretary. Contents of the Fresher’s booklet 
were changed from previous years, adding information 
which is commonly asked by freshers such as choosing 
elective units, number of credits for which you can re-sit 
an examination and much more; the faculty tours were 
taken very seriously, having two organised faculty tours 
per day as well as one-to-one tours for those who could 
not make it on the planned time. This for sure couldn’t 
be possible without the full dedication of the executive 

board as well as sub-committee members and for this I wish to thank each and every one of them. As always, 
during this week, S-Cubed Members’ registration took place where 193 individuals from the faculty of science 
became members. 

Sub-Committees
In addition to the registering form, this year we started asking the question ‘Do you want to be part of our 
Sub-Committees?’ from the very first day of freshers’ week. This took place to ensure that new university stu-
dents got all the information required about student activism on campus. In all, 121 students stated that they...



Lara Azzopardi

...would be interested in joining and although not all of them ended up registering as sub-committee members 
after all, using this method helped to reach the target audience in a better way. This year the registration for 
Sub-Committees happened around the beginning of November; social media promotion was used as previ-
ously done but in addition, a personalized email to the said interested members was sent to further increase 
the attention. 28 science students registered as sub-committee members with more than a few helping in more 
than one office. 

Workshop
After the recruitment, a sub-committee workshop was held. This 
year we wanted to see what these members are expecting to see from 
S-Cubed and hence, after some icebreaker activities, the attendees 
had the opportunity to brainstorm about possible events or projects 
for the six offices. It turned out that a lot of the ideas were of great 
quality and the officers took the chance of implementing them as seen 
best as well as involving the sub-committee members themselves in 
the logistics and execution of the event (or project).

Junior College 
A project which was passed on to this year’s executive board 
from last year was the introduction of S-Cubed in the Junior 
College. After meetings with the past KSJC board as well as 
the administration of Junior College it was concluded that 
opening a branch in Junior College was not very feasible; 
instead, S-Cubed will stick to organising talks, educational 
events and other events which are adequate for Junior Col-
lege students, with the permission of the administration of 
the Junior College. Due to the time consumed in meetings 
and planning the past year, these said events will commence 
by the new executive board in the upcoming months. 

Organisations’ fair
Keeping the focus on the Junior College, this year S-Cubed, for the second time, managed to be part of the 
organisations’ fair organised in the college’s foyer. This annual event gives serves great for both the organisation 
and the student body. S-Cubed has the opportunity to showcase its works and projects while the students who 
are yet to start attending university get to know about what is waiting in line for them – a good getting-to-know 
each other both for the students who are yet to start attending university as well as for S-Cubed members and 
executive to learn better what the future science students expect from the organisation.

- - - - - - - - - -

Without any doubt, this year was an eventful one for the role of Internal Secretary; a start for a good 
number of new projects, working hand in hand with all the offices but most of all the Secretary Gen-
eral, with  whom a lot of works were communicated and seen through. The wish of an Internal Sec-

retary is always that of getting the science student body to approach the organisation and feel part of 
it, this year we felt that this approach increased drastically compared to previous years and we hope 

that future members will keep on working on new methods to get the family of S-Cubed growing. 




